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N E U R O S C I E N C E

Iterative assay for transposase- accessible chromatin by 
sequencing to isolate functionally relevant 
neuronal subtypes
Collin B. Merrill1*, Iris Titos1, Miguel A. Pabon2, Austin B. Montgomery2,  
Aylin R. Rodan2,3,4,5, Adrian Rothenfluh1,2,4,6*

The Drosophila brain contains tens of thousands of distinct cell types. Thousands of different transgenic lines repro-
ducibly target specific neuron subsets, yet most still express in several cell types. Furthermore, most lines were de-
veloped without a priori knowledge of where the transgenes would be expressed. To aid in the development of cell 
type–specific tools for neuronal identification and manipulation, we developed an iterative assay for transposase- 
accessible chromatin (ATAC) approach. Open chromatin regions (OCRs) enriched in neurons, compared to whole 
bodies, drove transgene expression preferentially in subsets of neurons. A second round of ATAC- seq from these 
specific neuron subsets revealed additional enriched OCR2s that further restricted transgene expression within the 
chosen neuron subset. This approach allows for continued refinement of transgene expression, and we used it to 
identify neurons relevant for sleep behavior. Furthermore, this approach is widely applicable to other cell types and 
to other organisms.

INTRODUCTION
The brain is composed of many distinct types of neurons that form 
intricate connections across various regions. Each neuron type has 
specific properties, such as morphology, physiology, or gene expres-
sion, that influence local, circuit, and regional function (1). Thus, the 
ability to identify and target specific neurons is critical for under-
standing the networks and circuits that determine overall brain 
function. Drosophila melanogaster is an excellent model to study 
fundamental mechanisms in neurobiology because vinegar fly brains 
consist of approximately 200,000 neurons and are less complex than 
mammalian brains. Still, even in this “simpler” brain, single or bilat-
eral pairs of neurons can affect behavior (2, 3). Further, neuronal cell 
type diversity is high, as indicated by the fact that ~22,600 annotated 
neurons in the connectome fall into ~5600 distinct connectivity 
types (4). These findings underline the need for tools to identify, iso-
late, and manipulate neurons sparsely and specifically.

Previous large- scale efforts have been made to target groups of 
neurons in the Drosophila brain using stable transgenic lines (5, 6). 
Most of these methods have relied on shotgun approaches using 
random fragments or identified promoter regions from genes with 
known or predicted function in the nervous system fused to an ex-
ogenous transcription factor, Gal4 (6). Using this approach, thou-
sands of lines have been generated that have proven highly useful to 
the community. Still, drawbacks from this method include the lim-
ited ability to predict which neurons are targeted by this approach, 
thus necessitating the labor- intensive generation and screening of 
large numbers of transgenic lines. Furthermore, the collection of 

generated Gal4 lines includes many diverse neurons, but most lines 
are still expressed in hundreds of neurons across many distinct cell 
types (6). These findings raise the question of whether a data- driven 
approach that reveals the cell type–specific chromatin state might be 
useful to predictably generate tissue- specific tools.

Accessibility of neuronal chromatin is critical for proper gene ex-
pression (7). Previous single- cell chromatin immunoprecipitation 
with sequencing (ChIP- seq) and Hi- C studies showed that chroma-
tin accessibility is cell type specific (8–10), even at the level of cell 
subtypes (11, 12). Assay for transposase- accessible chromatin by 
sequencing (ATAC- seq) is an approach that enables detailed and 
relatively straightforward genome- wide chromatin surveys (13). 
ATAC- seq has been used to investigate how the chromatin land-
scape is involved in several cellular processes and diseases (14–18). 
Cells in the mouse hippocampus, for example, differ substantially in 
their chromatin accessibility, even within nominally similar cells 
such as pyramidal cells, which form distinct clusters when analyzed 
by single- cell ATAC- seq (19). It is less clear whether these differ-
ences in chromatin accessibility analyzed using ATAC- seq can be 
used to generate stable transgenic tools to target neuron subtypes 
selectively, but sparsely, in the brain.

We performed ATAC- seq to analyze the chromatin landscape be-
tween all tissues (whole adult flies) and neurons in the head (mostly 
the brain) selected by fluorescence- activated nuclear sorting. This 
analysis identified brain- enriched open chromatin regions (OCRs) 
that, when subcloned in front of a transgene, drove expression 
preferentially in the brain, although in distinct subsets of neurons. 
Conversely, whole body–enriched OCRs drove transgene expression 
largely outside the brain. Different brain- enriched OCR transgenes 
affected sleep behaviors when the OCR- expressing neurons were ac-
tivated. To home in on the neurons responsible for a selected behav-
ioral phenotype, we performed a second, iterative round of ATAC- seq 
specifically from round one transgene- expressing neurons that af-
fected the selected phenotype. Subcloned round two OCR2s that 
were enriched compared to all neurons identified subsets of round 
one neurons that affected the selected behavioral phenotype when us-
ing intersectional genetics. Our results demonstrate that an iterative 
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ATAC- seq approach can be used to isolate specific neuron subtypes 
that underlie distinct behavioral phenotypes in an informed manner. 
This data- driven approach thus provides an efficient technique to cre-
ate genetic tools to identify and investigate the function of new neu-
ronal populations that is translatable to other organisms and other 
tissues of interest.

RESULTS
OCRs drive tissue- specific gene expression
Gene expression is often used to define cell populations within com-
plex tissues. In the brain, for example, inhibitory neurons are often 
identified by expression of marker genes for γ- aminobutyric acid 
(GABA) signaling, such as Gad1 or vGAT. Still, these markers are 
widely expressed in various cell subtypes, with active gene regula-
tory elements in enhancers providing spatial specificity to marker 
gene promoter activity (20, 21). Thus, we asked whether active 
OCRs outside of gene promoters would be able to drive gene expres-
sion. To answer this question and to ascertain whether OCR- driven 
gene expression could be done in a tissue- specific manner, we as-
sayed OCRs in two very broad tissues—whole flies and neurons iso-
lated from fly heads—using ATAC- seq.

We leveraged the Gal4/UAS system (22) to drive nuclear green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) expression in whole flies using two inde-
pendent whole- organism drivers (Tubulin84B- Gal4 and Actin5c- Gal4; 
approximately 250 flies per sample, four samples per driver, eight total 
whole- fly samples) and two neuron- specific drivers (elav- Gal4 and 
nsyb- Gal4; approximately 250 flies per sample, four samples per driver, 
eight total neuron samples). We isolated GFP- expressing nuclei from 
whole flies or from head neurons using fluorescence activated nuclei 
sorting, as described previously (23). The isolated nuclei were then 
used to generate ATAC- seq libraries. When we compared chromatin 
accessibility between whole flies and head neurons using unsuper-
vised hierarchical clustering, the eight samples grouped into two clear 
classes: head neurons and whole flies, with many more accessible 
OCRs observed in head neurons compared to whole flies (Fig. 1A).

To determine whether specific gene regions or features were en-
riched in neuron- specific OCRs, we annotated each OCR (e.g., pro-
moters, exons, introns, etc.) and calculated the proportion of OCRs 
annotated to each genomic feature type. We then compared the pro-
portion of each feature in wholefly and neuron OCRs. We found 
that the proportion of several feature types that typically contain 
regulatory sequences, including enhancers [2 to 3 kb from the tran-
scription start site (TSS) and 1 to 2 kb from the TSS], 5′ untranslated 
regions (UTRs), exons, first introns, other introns, and 3′ UTRs 
were significantly higher in neurons compared to whole flies, while 
distal intergenic regions were lower (Fig. 1B). The increased propor-
tions we observed for the enriched features in neurons suggests that 
these OCR types are particularly relevant for neuronal cell type–
specific gene expression.

We next performed differential accessibility analysis on OCRs 
from whole flies and neuron samples. From the 16,337 consensus 
OCRs identified by pooling all wholefly and head neuron libraries, 
we identified 12,988 differential OCRs. Of these, 439 were signifi-
cantly more accessible in whole flies and 12,548 were more accessible 
in neurons (Fig. 1C). Because enhancers and first introns often con-
tain regulatory elements in Drosophila (24, 25), we selected OCRs 
using the following criteria: OCRs with the largest log2 fold change, 
OCR distance >500 base pair (bp) from the TSS, and OCR location 

within the first intron or within an enhancer 2 to 3 kb upstream of 
the TSS. These criteria suggested eight candidate OCRs from whole 
flies and eight OCRs from neurons (16 total OCRs; Fig. 1, D to F). 
We subcloned the differentially accessible OCRs upstream of a mini-
mal Drosophila synthetic core promoter (DSCP) (5) coupled to Gal4 
and injected the plasmids into fly embryos for insertion at the same 
genomic locus (26) to generate stable transgenic OCR-  Gal4 fly lines. 
We named each line using the chromosome arm and last three digits 
of the sequence coordinate of the subcloned OCR (i.e., the peak lo-
cated at 3R:9490745- 9491579 was named 3R579). Of the embryos 
injected with OCR-  DSCP-  Gal4–containing plasmids, we obtained 
five neuron OCR- derived lines (2L722, 3R579, X688, 2R038, and 
3L858) and two whole- fly OCR lines (2R131 and 3R634). Some in-
jected OCR- Gal4 plasmids (mostly whole fly–derived OCRs) did not 
yield stable transgenic lines, so we therefore repeated the OCR clon-
ing approach using an HSP70 minimal promoter instead (27). This 
yielded an additional two neuron- derived OCR lines (3L018 and 
2L631) and two whole- fly OCR lines (3L772 and 2L009). Together, 
we generated 11 stable OCR- Gal4 fly lines: 7 were derived from re-
gions with increased chromatin accessibility in neurons and 4 were 
from whole flies.

Differentially accessible chromatin regions drive 
tissue- specific transgene activity
To test whether differentially accessible OCRs drive tissue- specific Gal4 
expression, we first evaluated whole- body expression using a UAS- GFP 
reporter (Fig. 2A and fig. S1). Three whole fly- OCR- Gal4 lines drove 
obvious- to- strong GFP expression in fly bodies, while neuron- OCR- 
Gal4 lines all showed very dim GFP expression. Quantifying the GFP 
intensity (outside of the head) showed significantly higher expression 
in the bodies of whole fly- OCR- Gal4 flies (P = 0.0006; W = 214, Wil-
coxon signed- rank test; Fig. 2B). Similar results were obtained from 
whole- body sections stained with X- gal (from OCR- Gal4;UAS- lacZ 
flies; fig. S2). Quantifying the immunostaining intensity showed sig-
nificantly more signal in brains from neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines than 
from whole fly- OCR- Gal4 lines (P = 0.003; W = 43, Wilcoxon; Fig. 2C; 
see Fig. 3 for immunostaining). Together, whole fly- OCR lines express 
more strongly throughout the body, while neuron- OCR lines express 
more strongly in brains (Fig. 2D).

Brain- specific OCRs drive transgene expression in 
distinct neurons
Next, we examined transgene expression in the brain using a 
membrane- bound V5- tagged marker (28) driven by OCR- Gal4 and 
performing immunohistochemistry (Fig.  3A). Controls using the 
empty DSCP vector (EVD) or empty HSP70 promoter (EVH) drove 
very sparse reporter expression (Fig. 3B), while each of the seven 
neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines drove V5 expression in several brain com-
partments, staining from thousands to tens of neurons (Fig.  3C). 
Conversely, whole body- OCR- Gal4 lines drove markedly less V5 ex-
pression in the brain, with two of the four lines showing no staining 
(2R131 and 3R634; Fig. 3D). The two whole fly- OCR- Gal4 lines that 
showed expression in the brain (3L772 and 2L009) were both gener-
ated using vectors containing the HSP70 minimal promoter. Adding 
a whole fly- OCR recapitulated some empty vector staining (such as 
the fan- shaped body in 3L772), drove marker expression in addi-
tional areas (such as antennal lobe projection neurons in 2L009), 
and subtracted some marker expression driven by the empty vector 
(i.e., antennal lobe intrinsic neurons that are absent in 3L772 and 
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Fig. 1. Differential chromatin accessibility between neurons and whole flies. (A) heatmap of chromatin accessibility in GFP- positive nuclei from whole flies (Tubulin84B- 
Gal4 and Actin5c- Gal4 drivers) and neurons from detached heads (elav- Gal4 and nsyb- Gal4 drivers). each row represents a specific OcR. Purple, decreased accessibility; green, 
increased accessibility. each driver was analyzed using four biological replicates. (B) Fold difference for fraction of OcRs annotated to each feature type in neurons compared 
to whole flies. the data were analyzed using one- way analysis of variance (AnOvA) followed by holm- Sidak multiple comparisons tests. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001 
compared to whole flies. (C) volcano plot showing differentially accessible OcRs from whole flies (orange) or neurons (cyan). the dotted line represents P = 0.05. (D) differen-
tially accessible OcRs annotated to first intron or enhancer regions in whole flies (log2 fold change < 0) and neurons (log2 fold change > 0). the orange and cyan dots represent 
whole fly–and neuron- derived OcRs, respectively, that were used for subcloning experiments. (E and F) Representative OcRs with increased accessibility in (e) neurons within 
gene CG16779 and (F) whole flies within gene CG43965. the shaded area indicates the representative OcRs, and numbers on the left indicate the scale of the y axis in read count.
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2L009), suggesting that the subcloned OCR regions contain instruc-
tive and repressive activity.

Aside from the striking difference in the number of neurons ob-
served in neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines, the staining patterns of these seven 
lines were very diverse, with many labeled neurons expressed in dis-
tinct anatomical regions in one, but not other lines (e.g., the mush-
room bodies in X688, the ellipsoid body in 2R038, or the protocerebral 
bridge in 2L631). These data show that neuron- derived accessible 
OCR regions drive expression in distinct subsets of neurons.

Neurons identified by OCRs drive behavioral phenotypes
The Drosophila Gal4/UAS system, used here to determine OCR- 
mediated reporter gene expression, is highly versatile and can be 
used to drive neuronal effectors, such as UAS- TrpA1, which allows 
for temperature- dependent neuronal activation at increased tem-
perature (~29°C) (29). Because we are interested in how individual 
neurons affect complex behaviors, we investigated how the OCR- 
Gal4 neurons derived from our ATAC- seq analysis affected various 
sleep parameters. We chose this behavior because sleep is regulated 
by neural activity (30, 31), can be assessed for various phenotypes 
(32), and different neuron types are involved in sleep regulation 
(33). Of the five sleep parameters measured, only one of the four 
whole fly- OCR- Gal4 lines affected one of the five tested parameters 
(Fig.  4A), while five of the seven neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines affected 
one or more parameters each (Fig.  4B). These data are consistent 
with our brain expression data, given that neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines 
express more widely in the brain (Fig.  3) and show that neuron- 
derived accessible OCRs are more likely to be useful for identifying 
neurons that modulate behaviors.

Iterative ATAC- seq identifies neuron- specific OCRs that drive 
transgene expression
The neuron- OCR- Gal4 line 2L722 is expressed in about 250 central 
brain neurons spanning many distinct brain regions (Fig.  3C). 

When these neurons were activated, flies showed increased night-
time sleep (Fig. 4, C to E). Because the goal of our ATAC- seq ap-
proach was to develop tools for specific neuronal identification and 
manipulation, we asked whether we could further subdivide these 
250 neurons in a data- driven manner and also identify smaller sub-
populations that affect night sleep. Neuron- OCR- Gal4s were en-
riched for neuronal expression but only targeted a subset of neurons. 
We thus reasoned that the same combination of specificity and spar-
sity might apply if we performed a second, iterative round of ATAC- 
seq, i.e., OCRs that were more accessible in 2L722 neurons would 
drive gene expression in a subset of 2L722 neurons.

To test this hypothesis, we performed ATAC- seq on GFP- labeled 
nuclei from two different OCR- Gal4 lines: 2L722 and 3R579. We de-
tected 33,471 consensus peaks in pooled 2L722-  , 3R579-  , elav-  , and 
nsyb- derived libraries. Principal components analysis showed that 
the 2L722 and 3R579 samples clustered distinctly from the neuronal 
and the whole- fly samples (Fig.  5A). Unsupervised hierarchical 
clustering showed that the overall chromatin accessibility was differ-
ent between the whole fly, neuron, 2L722, and 3R579 samples 
(Fig.  5B). Similar to the neuron versus whole- body comparison 
(Fig. 1B), 2L722 and 3R579 neurons showed a higher proportion of 
OCRs in enhancers, exons, introns, 5′ UTRs, and 3′ UTRs (Fig. 5C), 
suggesting that these regulatory regions confer increasingly cell 
type–specific gene expression.

Differential accessibility analysis between 2L722 neurons and 
neuron- specific libraries (elav and nsyb) identified 6575 differen-
tially accessible peaks (P < 0.05), with 487 peaks more open in 2L722 
neurons and 6088 peaks more open in neurons. Comparing 3R579 
neurons and whole brains identified 20,721 differentially accessible 
peaks (P < 0.05) in 3R579 libraries compared to neuron libraries, 
with 6283 more open regions in 3R579 neurons and 14,438 more 
open regions in neurons. Using the same approach we used to iden-
tify candidate OCRs in the first ATAC- seq experiment, we detected 
1190 first intron OCR2s (for second round OCR) when comparing 
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Fig. 2. Chromatin regions that are more open in whole flies drive transgene expression in the fly body rather than the brain. (A) Whole fly- derived OcR (2L009, 
3L772, 3R634, and 2R131) fragments drive Gal4 expression, which then activates UAS- GFP. GFP fluorescence is obvious in the body, while representative neuron- derived 
OcRs (3R579 and 2R038) drive little GFP in whole bodies. (B) Quantification of GFP fluorescence in the body driven by whole fly–(orange) or neuron- derived (cyan) OcRs. 
(C) Quantification of reporter expression in the brain driven by the distinct OcR- transgenes. **P = 0.003; n = 12 for whole- fly peaks and n = 12 for neuron- derived peaks. 
(D) GFP fluorescence driven by whole fly–versus neuron- derived OcRs for each OcR. ***P = 0.0006; n = 12 for whole- fly peaks and n = 19 for neuron- derived peaks. the 
data in (B) and (c) represent means ± Sd and were compared using Wilcoxon signed- rank tests. the fluorescence for immunostained reporters in the brain was normalized 
to nc82 reference staining.
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2L722 neurons to whole brains, with 18 significantly more open in 
2L722 libraries (log2 fold change > 0; Fig.  5D). We also detected 
1357 differentially accessible first intron OCRs between 3R579 neu-
rons and whole brains (log2 fold change > 0). Of these, 183 peaks 
were more open in 3R579 neurons (Fig. 5E). We hypothesized that 
these second- round OCRs would identify a subset of the original 
neuron populations. Thus, we selected two and five significantly 
more accessible intron OCRs (OCR2) from 2L722 and 3R579 librar-
ies (log2 fold change > 1; Fig. 5F) and generated stable transgenic fly 
lines. OCR2s were subcloned upstream of the DSCP promoter to 
drive expression of Flp recombinase (FLP) (34), which allowed for an 
intersectional approach focusing on neurons within the OCR- Gal4 
pattern only. We simultaneously used 2L722-  or 3R579- Gal4 and 
OCR2- FLP to express two reporter genes: (i) a UAS-  GFP reporter 

driven by 2L722- Gal4 or 3R579- Gal4 in parental OCR neurons 
(Fig.  3A) and (ii) a hemagglutinin (HA)–tagged reporter down-
stream of UAS and the FLP recombinase target (FRT)- STOP- FRT se-
quence. Thus, the HA- tagged reporter was expressed only in neurons 
that simultaneously expressed 2L722- Gal4 or 3R579- Gal4 AND 
OCR2- FLP because 2L722- Gal4–or 3R579- Gal4–driven FLP expres-
sion causes the removal of the transcriptional STOP cassette in the 
FRT- STOP- FRT-  HA reporter.

We observed sparse HA staining in the OCR2- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 
intersection (Fig. 6, A to E). The staining was variable from fly to fly, 
likely due to incomplete penetrance of FLP- mediated excision of the 
STOP cassette, since FLP was originally intended to generate mosaic 
expression (35, 36). Heat- shocking Drosophila larvae at 37°C can in-
crease FLP activity and resultant transgene expression (28), so we 
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heat- shocked the flies at the larval stage in an attempt to enhance FLP 
penetrance. This led to improved expression of the HA reporter but 
expression was still clonal, i.e., often not bilaterally symmetrical and 
variable from individual fly to fly (of the same genotype). Despite this 
heterogeneity, we observed distinct intersectional OCR2- FLP∩2L722- 
Gal4 staining between the 2R236- FLP (Fig. 6, B and C), 2L945- FLP 
(Fig. 6, D and E), and the control empty- FLP (EVF), which contained 
only a minimal DSCP promoter (Fig. 6F; Χ2 = 102.4, P = 5.19 × 10−18, 
Chi- squared test; fig. S4). 2R236- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 flies showed stain-
ing in the posterior dorsolateral protocerebrum projecting toward the 
protocerebral bridge (Fig. 6, B and C), while 2L945- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 
flies showed staining in the ventrolateral protocerebrum and the me-
dian bundle (Fig. 6, D and E, and fig. S5). When we examined OCR2- 
FLP staining independent of 2L722- Gal4, we found that OCR2- FLP 
was expressed in fewer but similar brain regions as 2L722- Gal4. We 
also observed some clustered staining where the number of stained 
nuclei was larger in OCR2- FLP than in the 2L722- Gal4 pattern 
(fig. S6). These data suggest that OCR2- FLPs are sparsely expressed, 
but that they label some neurons that reside outside the parental 
2L722- Gal4 pattern. However, this result also suggests that OCR2s do 
indeed label a subset of the parental 2L722- Gal4 pattern, which vali-
dates our iterative approach. Furthermore, these results support our 
intersectional approach, which limited the OCR2 pattern to a subset 
exclusively within the 2L722- Gal4 pattern.

In the OCR2- FLP∩3R579- Gal4 lines, we observed sparse HA 
staining with some distinct intersectional staining in each OCR2- 
FLP∩3R579- Gal4 line (fig. S7). Because of the complexity of the 3R579 
expression pattern and the incomplete penetrance of FLP- mediated 
excision of the STOP cassette in the OCR2- FLP∩3R579- Gal4 intersec-
tion, we were unable to reliably identify neurons stained for each in-
tersection. However, the extant but sparse staining we observed in the 
OCR2- FLP∩3R579- Gal4 intersection supports our iterative ATAC- 
seq approach. Overall, these results show that—as hypothesized—our 
second round ATAC- seq–derived OCR2- FLP lines express transgenes 
in subsets of the parental OCR neurons and that different OCR2- FLP 
lines are composed of distinct subsets of OCR neurons.

Chromatin regions with increased accessibility identified by 
iterative ATAC- seq impart subtype- specific 
behavioral phenotypes
Last, we examined whether the OCR2- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 intersec-
tional neurons have functional relevance. To do so, we crossed 
the 2R236- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 and 2L945- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 lines to 
UAS- FRT- STOP- FRT- TrpA1, so that only FLP-  AND Gal4- positive 
neurons expressed TrpA1, which allowed us to activate OCR2- 
containing intersectional neurons in a temperature- dependent man-
ner. Our hypothesis was that a subset of 2L722 neurons is sufficient to 
mediate the TrpA1- induced increase in nighttime sleep (Fig.  4). 
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While 2R945- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 flies had the same night sleep as 
the empty- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 controls, 2R236- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 flies 
showed an increased night sleep phenotype (F2,120 = 3.566, P = 0.03; 
*P = 0.02, Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test; Fig. 6, G and H), 
which was similar to the increased nighttime sleep phenotype ob-
served in the original 2L722- Gal4;UAS- TrpA1 flies. These results 
indicate that 2R236- FLP∩2L722- Gal4 neurons, a subset of the orig-
inal ~250 2L722 neurons, are involved in promoting night sleep. 
Thus, our approach of starting with a given tissue (neurons) and 
performing ATAC- seq to generate specific, but sparse, transgenic 
lines can be successfully used iteratively to isolate functionally rel-
evant, sparse neuron subpopulations. Further, our approach can be 
used to isolate many other behaviorally relevant neuronal subpopu-
lations in other tissues or in other organisms.

DISCUSSION
The brain consists of thousands of different cell types, with many yet 
to be investigated regarding their function. Because of this vast di-
versity, we need tools—including new approaches for the efficient 
generation of these tools—to identify and study many of these neu-
ronal cell types. Here, we show that tissue- specific, iterative ATAC- 
seq is a useful approach to generate these new tools.

We determined genome- wide OCRs for the whole body and for 
the brain. Many more OCRs were identified in the brain compared to 
the whole body. When we determined genome- wide OCRs from spe-
cific neurons, we again identified more OCRs in specific neurons 
compared to all neurons. This is likely due to the ATAC- seq signal- to- 
noise ratio because an OCR that is accessible in a specific subset of 
neurons may not result in a large enough signal to be detected when 
surveying all neurons, much less all cells in the body. Similar results 
were found when comparing mouse bulk cortex to more specific en-
torhinal cortex data, albeit with data derived from histone mark- 
specific chromatin immunoprecipitation, which resulted in more 
enhancers being identified in the more specific tissue (37). In our data, 
the OCRs from more specific tissues encompassed a larger proportion 
of OCRs in enhancers and throughout the transcriptional unit, while 
a larger proportion of accessible OCRs were located in promoters in 
more general tissue samples. This suggests that nonpromoter regions 
confer tissue- specific gene expression and could be used to generate 
tools to identify and manipulate subtypes of cells. Enhancer regions 
are cell specific (38) and are critically involved in regulating promoter 
activity and downstream gene expression (39). Single- cell approaches 
could impart greater specificity in identifying OCRs that are present 
in sparse neuron subsets (40). However, differential OCRs, particu-
larly within neurons of the same type (i.e., GABAergic, dopaminergic, 
etc.), may be difficult to detect in single- cell analysis.

When we subcloned first intron OCRs that were more accessible 
in neurons compared to whole flies, we found that they drove trans-
gene and reporter expression preferentially in neurons. Conversely, 
OCRs that were enriched in whole fly–derived data drove very sparse 
or no expression in the brain. Thus, OCRs that are enriched in a spe-
cific tissue drive expression preferentially in the tissue of interest. This 
is consistent with mammalian studies showing that tissue- specific 
ATAC- seq can be used to generate tissue- specific tools. These ap-
proaches have yielded viral Adeno- associated virus vectors that ex-
press in subsets of GABAergic interneurons starting from GABA 
neuron- specific ATAC- seq (41) or in subsets of the visual cortex start-
ing from adult primary visual cortex single- cell ATAC- seq (42). 

Therefore, tissue- specific ATAC- seq data can be harnessed to gener-
ate tissue- specific tools in Drosophila and mammals.

Because the neuron- specific transgenes we generated are ex-
pressed in tens to thousands of neurons, we re- applied the same ap-
proach and performed a second, iterative ATAC- seq experiment to 
determine a second round of OCRs with greater accessibility in a 
subset of neurons. We then subcloned these second round OCRs so 
we could use Gal4/FLP intersectional genetics. This approach yield-
ed new tools that were expressed in a subset of a set of neurons, 
showing that this iterative approach can be used to isolate increas-
ingly specific cell populations. Compared to our first round of 
ATAC- seq from whole bodies and neurons (Fig.  1), we obtained 
many fewer differentially accessible OCRs when we compared pan- 
neuronal versus specific neuron ATAC- seq (Fig. 5). Thus, we only 
generated 2- s round OCR2- FLP- transgene lines to dissect the paren-
tal 2L722- Gal4 pattern. To more systematically dissect the 2L722 
pattern, one could generate more second round transgenic lines and 
increase sequencing depth to identify additional differentially acces-
sible OCRs to begin with. Furthermore, our FLP approach yielded 
more clonal intersectional patterns than hoped for. We used FLP 
because that approach is compatible with intersectional genetics us-
ing any parental Gal4 line. Alternatively, the split Gal4 system could 
be used for more reproducible intersectional patterns (43), but this 
approach would require parent- Gal4 lines to be converted into 
parent- split- Gal4 lines, which is not always straightforward. In gen-
eral, however, an intersectional genetic approach to further subdi-
vide a pre- existing expression pattern is also available in mammals 
using recombinases such as Cre or even FLP. Such an approach has 
been used in the mouse brain to co- inject and differentially/combi-
natorially label two distinct ATAC- seq- derived viruses (42). Our it-
erative ATAC- seq approach can thus be used to sequentially home 
in on decreasing subsets in a tissue of interest, and one could even 
perform a third iterative round of ATAC- seq data acquisition and 
OCR3 subcloning for additional specificity. Furthermore, tissue- 
specific ATAC- seq and intersectional strategies for in vivo expres-
sion are available from flies to mammals.

We also show that our approach can be used to isolate function-
ally relevant neurons. From our first round OCR- Gal4 transgenes, 
more of the neuron- enriched lines affected sleep behavior than from 
the body- enriched ones (Fig. 4), as one might predict, given that the 
neuron- OCR- Gal4 lines are more widely expressed in the brain than 
the whole fly- OCR- Gal4 lines (Figs. 2 and 3). Our intersectional ap-
proach (Fig. 6) suggested that neurons in the lateral horn (Fig. 6, B 
and C) are involved in the nighttime sleep phenotype we observed 
in the parental 2L722- Gal4 line (Fig.  4). While we have not con-
firmed the identity of these putative sleep- regulating neurons, it is 
worth noting that some lateral horn neurons are involved in the 
regulation of sleep (44) and output from the circadian clock (45). 
Thus, our approach can be leveraged to identify and manipulate in-
creasingly specific sets of neurons that are behaviorally relevant. The 
iterative nature of our approach represents a key step forward in the 
generation of increasingly cell type–specific tools and can be applied 
to any tissue of interest across the phylogenetic tree.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly strains
The following fly lines were obtained from the Bloomington Drosoph-
ila Stock Center (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, USA) and used 
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in this study: Actin5c- Gal4 (BL25374), Tubulin84B- Gal4 (BL5138), 
elav-  Gal4 (BL458), nSyb- Gal4 (BL51635), UAS- GFP- nls (nuclear lo-
calization signal; BL4775), UAS- Stinger (a super- bright GFP- nls vari-
ant; BL84277), UAS- mCD8::GFP (BL32184), UAS- myr::smGdP- V5 
(BL62146), UAS- LacZ (BL1776), UAS- TrpA1 (BL26263), UAS- 
myr::GFP UAS- FRT- STOP- FRT- smHA (BL62128), UAS- FRT- STOP- 
FRT- TrpA1 (BL66871), and w[*]; P{w[+mC] = Ubi- p63E(FRT.STOP)
Stinger}9F6 (BL32250). Flies were reared in bottles containing stan-
dard cornmeal agar and grown at 25°C with 70% relative humidity and 
a 12- hour light/12- hour dark cycle.

ATAC- seq library construction
Flies containing Tubulin84B- Gal4, Actin5c- Gal4, elav- Gal4, or nsyb- 
Gal4 drivers were used to induce nuclear GFP expression in whole 
flies or neurons. GFP- positive nuclei from approximately 250 flies 
per sample were isolated using our previously described workflow 
(23). Note that with sparser drivers, more flies will be needed to 
achieve the required input for ATAC- seq [50 to 60,000 nuclei per 
sample (46)]. The isolated nuclei were resuspended in 1 ml of wash 
buffer (10 mM tris- HCl, 10 mM NaCl, and 3 mM MgCl2) contain-
ing 3 μM 4′,6- diamidino- 2- phenylindole (DAPI) and were sorted 
using a BD FACSAria III flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 
CA, USA) operated by the University of Utah Flow Cytometry Core 
facility. GFP- negative nuclei collected from w* Berlin flies (no GFP) 
were stained with 3 μM DAPI and used as the GFP- negative control 
to set the sorting gates. Nuclei were identified on the basis of the 
forward scatter signal and DAPI intensity. GFP- positive nuclei 
were collected into 500 μl of wash buffer and stored on ice until 
use for ATAC- seq library prep. The purified nuclei were used for 
library preparation as previously described (23, 47), with tagmen-
tation for 23 min at 37°C using 1X Tn5 enzyme (Illumina Inc., San 
Diego, CA, USA). Fragments were amplified with Nextera index 
primers (Illumina) and Phusion HiFi master mix (New England 
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) for five cycles, followed by another 9 
to 10 cycles per sample (as determined from 25% of total fluores-
cence from a quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) side 
reaction performed using SsoFast EvaGreen SuperMix, Bio- Rad, 
Hercules, CA, USA). The DNA fragments were purified with 0.5X 
and 1.3X AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, 
USA) to remove primer- dimers and high–molecular weight DNA 
(>5000 bp). The purified DNA was stored at −20°C until fur-
ther analysis.

Sequencing and analysis
ATAC- seq libraries constructed using nuclei from whole flies 
(Tubulin84B- Gal4 and Actin5c- Gal4) and head neurons (elav- Gal4 
and nsyb- Gal4) were sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 instrument using 
50- bp paired- end reads. The fastq files were quality checked using 
FastQC (v 0.11.9). Adapter sequences were removed with Cut-
Adapt (v3.4) (48). The sequenced reads were aligned to the dmel_
r6.26 genome assembly using Bowtie2 (v2.4.2) (49). Aligned reads 
were sorted with Samtools (v1.12) (50) and deduplicated with 
Picard (v2.23) using the MarkDuplicates command. Aligned, fil-
tered, and deduplicated reads were used to call peaks using MACS2 
software (v2.2.5) (51). Differential accessibility analysis was per-
formed using DiffBind (v2.10.0)(52) and DESeq2 (v1.32.0) (53). 
Peak annotation was performed using ChIPseeker (v1.30.3) (54). 
Coverage files were generated using DeepTools (v3.3.2) (55). Peaks 
were visualized using the IGV browser (v2.7.2) (56).

Plasmid construction
Unless otherwise stated, all restriction enzymes were from NEB. All 
PCR amplification steps were performed using Phusion High Fidel-
ity PCR MasterMix (NEB) and the primers listed in table S1 (Invit-
rogen). Amplified fragments were purified from 1% agarose gels 
using Monarch DNA Gel Extraction Kits (NEB). A multiple cloning 
site (MCS; table S1) containing unique PacI, NheI, StuI, and AvrII 
restriction sites was designed and synthesized as a gBlock (Integrat-
ed DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA, USA). The MCS was subcloned 
into pENTR_D_TOPO (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and was inserted 
into pBPGw (17574, Addgene) using LR Clonase II (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). The resulting plasmid (pBP- MCS- DSCP- Gal4; pMDG) 
was digested with AvrII and religated with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) to 
remove a 90- bp filler sequence within the MCS. To build pBP- MCS- 
Hsp70- Gal4 (pMHG), the 292- bp Hsp70 promoter was amplified 
from pT- Arf6- T44N- GFP (an in- house plasmid) with the primers 
listed in table S1. The HSP70 promoter was amplified, gel- purified, 
and subcloned into FseI/Kpn I–digested purified pMDG using NE-
Builder HiFi DNA Assembly mix (NEB). pBP- MCS- DSCP- FlpD5 
plasmid (pMDF) was constructed by amplifying the FlpD5 sequence 
from pBPhsFlp1 (32148, Addgene) with the primers listed in ta-
ble S1. In parallel, pMDG was amplified with primers (table S1) de-
signed to remove the Gal4 coding sequence. This yielded a linear 
backbone for FlpD5 insertion. The linear backbone and FlpD5 were 
assembled with NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly mix.

To construct plasmids containing OCRs, genomic DNA was puri-
fied from whole w* Berlin flies using Monarch Genomic DNA puri-
fication kits (NEB). OCRs with significantly increased accessibility in 
neurons and whole flies were selected using the following criteria: 
largest log2 fold change, distance >500 bp from the TSS, and OCR 
location within the first intron or within a promoter 2 to 3 kb from 
the TSS. OCR sequences plus 200- bp flanking regions were amplified 
from genomic DNA with primers that included 20- bp sequences 
complementary to the sequences upstream from the PacI and down-
stream from the AvrII sites in pMDG, pMHG, and pMDF (primer 
sequences in table S1). Amplified DNA fragments were gel- purified 
and subcloned into PacI/AvrII–digested and gel- purifed pMDG, 
pMHG, and pMDF using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly mix 
(NEB). All plasmids were transformed into 5- alpha competent Esch-
erichia coli (C2987U, NEB). The assembled plasmids were Sanger- 
sequenced to confirm correct assembly (GENEWIZ).

Fly injection
The OCR plasmids were injected into P{y[+t7.7] = nos- phiC31\
int.NLS}X, y[1] sc[1] v[1] sev[21]; P{y[+t7.7] = CaryP}attP2 flies 
(BL25710). The OCR2 plasmids were injected into y[1] v[1] 
P{y[+t7.7] = nos- phiC31\int.NLS}X; P{y[+t7.7] = CaryP}attP40 
flies (BL25709). All injections were performed by Rainbow Trans-
genic Flies Inc.

OCR- Gal4 characterization
OCR- Gal4 flies were crossed to UAS- Stinger virgins. Adult progeny 
were examined for GFP expression using an Olympus SZX10 dis-
secting microscope equipped with an Olympus DP72 camera. Im-
ages were captured using Olympus cellSens software (RGB color 
mode, exposure time = 300 ms, and ISO sensitivity = 800). For each 
genotype, images from three different females were collected. GFP 
fluorescence in whole flies (excluding the head) was determined us-
ing ImageJ software. To corroborate the ImageJ analysis, each image 
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was printed in duplicate and assigned a random number, which re-
sulted in six numbered images per genotype. One image per geno-
type was used to generate six image decks (11 images per deck). The 
decks were randomized and ranked by six blinded investigators. 
GFP intensity was ranked from low (1) to high (11).

LacZ staining
OCR- Gal4 flies were crossed to UAS- LacZ female virgins. Five-  to 
6- day- old progeny were collected and frozen at −80°C. Frozen flies 
were allowed to equilibrate to −15° to –16°C in a Leica CM1950 
cryostat for at least 30 min. Then, whole flies were embedded in 
OCT cutting medium and sectioned at 30 μm. The sections were 
mounted on Superfrost Plus slides and incubated with 500 μl of 2% 
X- Gal (20 mg/ml in N,N′- dimethylformamide; X1001- 5, Zymo Re-
search, Irvine, CA, USA) in 40 ml of X- Gal staining solution {10 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 
10 mM K4[FeII(CN)6], 10 mM K3[FeIII(CN)6], and 0.1% Triton X- 100} 
overnight at 37°C. The slides were washed 3 times with 1X phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS) and mounted with Prolong Diamond mount-
ing medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The labeled sections were 
imaged with an Olympus CKX53 inverted microscope. The final im-
ages were reconstructed in Adobe Photoshop v23.1.1.

ATAC- seq library construction from OCR- Gal4 flies
ATAC- seq libraries were constructed from nuclei expressing UAS- 
Stinger driven by 3R579- Gal4 and 2L722- Gal4 (approximately 400 
flies per sample). The nuclei were collected, and the ATAC- seq li-
braries were constructed as described (23, 47). The libraries were 
sequenced with a NovaSeq 6000 instrument (Illumina) using 50- bp 
paired- end reads, and the resulting data were analyzed as described 
for the initial ATAC- seq libraries. OCRs with increased accessibility 
in 3R579- Gal4 and 2L722- Gal4 flies compared to elav- Gal4 and 
nSyb- Gal4 were selected by location in first introns, log2 fold change 
> 1, and adjusted P < 0.05. OCR2s were subcloned into pMDF as 
described above.

Immunofluorescence
OCR- Gal4 male flies were crossed to UAS- myr::smGdP- V5 virgin 
females. Brains from 5–6 day old progeny were dissected in ice- cold 
PBS containing 0.5% Triton- X 100 (T- PBS) and placed in 4% para-
formaldehyde (PFA) in PBS on ice. The brains were post- fixed for 
20 min in fresh 4% PFA at room temperature on a nutator. After 
fixing, the tissue was washed 3 times with 0.5% T- PBS (20 min 
each), blocked for at least 30 min with 5% normal goat serum in 
0.5% T- PBS, and incubated at 4°C for at least two nights with mouse 
anti- nc82 [1:20; catalog no. nc82, Drosophila Studies Hybridoma 
Bank (DSHB) at the University of Iowa, RRID: AB_2314866], Alexa 
Fluor 647–conjugated mouse anti- V5 (1:300; clone SV5- Pk1, cata-
log no. MCA1360A647, Bio- Rad, RRID: AB_770156), and rat anti- 
elav (1:700; clone 7E8A10, catalog no. Rat- Elav- 7E8A10 anti- elav, 
DSHB, RRID:AB_528218) in 5% normal goat serum in 0.5% T- 
PBS. The brains were washed 3 times with 0.5% T- PBS and incubated 
for at least two nights in goat anti- mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000; 
catalog no. A11001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, RRID:AB_2534069) and 
goat anti- rat Alexa Fluor 594 (1:1000; catalog no. A11007, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, RRID:AB_10561522). After labeling, the brains were 
washed with 0.5% T- PBS for 20 min and post- fixed in 4% PFA in PBS 
for 4 hours at room temperature on a nutator. The tissue was washed 
once in 0.5% T- PBS and 3 times in 1X PBS (15 min each) and mounted 

on Superfrost Plus slides (VWR). The brains were dehydrated in 30, 50, 
75, 95, and 3 times 100% ethanol for 10 min each. The slides were 
cleared 3 times in xylene (5 min each) and mounted with DPX 
(Sigma- Aldrich).

Male flies containing OCR2s (OCR2- Flp;2L722- Gal4) were crossed 
to UAS- myr::GFP- FRT- STOP- FRT- smHA or Ubi- p63E(FRT.STOP)
Stinger female virgins for 24 hours. The flies were flipped into a new 
vial and were allowed to mate and lay eggs for 24 hours. The parental 
flies were removed, and the seeded vials were incubated at 25°C for 24 
hours to allow eggs to hatch and the larvae to develop to the first instar 
stage. The first- instar larvae were heat shocked at 37°C for 1 hour in a 
water bath. Twenty- four hours later, the larvae were heat- shocked 
again and allowed to recover for another 24 hours. The larvae were 
heat- shocked a third time and allowed to develop normally afterward. 
Brains were dissected and stained as described above using mouse 
anti- nc82 (1:20), chicken anti- GFP (1:500; catalog no. AB16901; Mil-
liporeSigma, RRID:AB_90890), Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated mouse 
anti- HA (1:300, clone 6E2, catalog no. 3444S, Cell Signaling Tech-
nology, Danvers, MA, USA) or Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated mouse 
anti- V5 and rat anti- elav (1:700). Secondary antibodies were goat 
anti- mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000; Thermo Fisher Scientific), 
goat anti- chicken Alexa Fluor Plus 594 (1:1000; catalog no. A32759, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific), and goat anti- rat Alexa Fluor 594 (1:1000). 
Immunostained brains were washed, post- fixed, and mounted as de-
scribed above. All immunolabeled brains were imaged using the Leica 
SP8 white light laser confocal microscope at the University of Utah 
HSC Cell Imaging Core Facility. All images were processed using the 
Fiji distribution of ImageJ (v2.3.0/1.53q) (57).

Sleep experiments
For sleep experiments, OCR-  Gal4 male flies were crossed to UAS- 
TrpA1 female virgins. OCR2- Flp;2L722- Gal4 male flies were crossed to 
UAS- FRT- STOP- FRT- TrpA1 female virgin flies. The OCR2- expressing 
progeny were heat shocked to induce Flp activity as described above. 
Fly locomotor activity was monitored using the Drosophila Activity 
Monitor system (DAM3, Trikinetics, Waltham, MA). Flies were indi-
vidually loaded into 65- mm glass tubes and placed within the DAM 
system. Flies were kept in an incubator with a 12- hour light/12- hour 
dark cycle. Behavior was recorded for 2 days at 21°C. Then, the tem-
perature was shifted to 29°C and activity was recorded for two more 
days. The sleep data were quantified using custom software (58) in 
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The data obtained for each sleep 
parameter at 21°C were subtracted from the data from the same fly 
obtained at 29°C before statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad 9 (version 9.4.1) or R 
(version 4.2.1) software. Annotated feature proportions were ana-
lyzed using Mann- Whitney U tests (whole flies versus head neurons; 
Fig. 1B) or Kruskal- Wallis tests followed by Dunn’s multiple compari-
sons tests (head neurons versus 2L722 or 3R579 neurons; Fig. 5C). 
GFP fluorescence intensity (Fig.  2) and reporter immunostaining 
(Fig. 3) were analyzed using Wilcoxon signed- rank tests. Differences 
in nighttime sleep were analyzed using Kruskal- Wallis tests followed 
by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. Reporter labeling in Fig. 6 and 
fig. S4 was ranked by blinded investigators. The frequency of staining 
for each pattern was calculated and compared using Chi- squared 
tests. Differences were considered statistically significant at P < 0.05. 
Sample sizes for all experiments are shown in table S2.
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